K115a Reading 1-5 Exercise
A. Answer the questions.
1. What seasons does the first forest have in the reading?
a. Cold and hot seasons
b. Wet and dry seasons
c. Busy and quiet seasons
d. Water and land seasons
2. Is there a lot of sun in the wet season?
a. Yes
b. No
3. Is it easy for animals to find water in the dry season?
a. Yes
b. No
4. How many seasons does the second forest have in the reading?
a. two
b. three
c. four
5. What forest has four seasons?
a. The forest that is near the equator.
b. The forest that is far from the equator.
c. The forest that is on the equator.
6. What do we see in the fall season?
a. Red, orange, and yellow leaves.
b. Trees covered in snow.
c. Flowers growing.
7. What happens to the leaves on the trees in the winter time?
a. The trees grow apples.
b. The trees stay the same.
c. The trees lose their leaves.
8. When do the flowers come back?
a. summer time
b. spring time
c. fall time
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9. What are the four seasons in the forest that is far from the equator? Choose 4 things.
winter

hot

dry

summer

spring

cold

fall

wet

10. What is your favourite season? Why? (open)

B. Choose the correct word to complete the story.
equator

water

four

safe

flowers

summer

dry

winter

The forest near the ____________ has two seasons. There is a wet season, and a ____________
season. Sometimes the rain is too much. The animals have to keep ____________. In the dry season, the
animals have to look for ____________. Some forests are far from the equator. This forest has
____________ seasons. In the spring, we see ____________. In the ____________, it is hot! In the
fall, the leaves change colour. The last season is ____________. It is cold in the winter. I like summer
the best! What is your favourite season?

C. Match the picture to the sentence.
1

In the dry season there is little rain.

2

This forest is far from the equator. It has four
seasons.
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3

Summer is a hot season.

4

We can see yellow, red, and orange leaves.

5

The flowers come back in the spring!

6

We can jump on leaves.

D. Put the title, and the paragraphs in the correct order.
Number
In the fall it is cool.
In the fall the leaves change colour.
We can see red, yellow, and orange leaves.
Leaves fall down in the fall.
We can jump in the leaves!
In the summer it is hot.
In the summer we see leaves.
The leaves are big and green.
I want to sit under this tree.
I like spring and summer the best.
What seasons do you like?
In the winter it is cold.
In the winter there are no leaves.
The trees lose their leaves.
The branches are brown.
The sky is grey.
In the spring it is warm.
In the spring we see flowers.
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The flowers are colourful.
Look at all the colours.
I can see so many flowers.
Seasons in a Forest
This forest is near the equator.
It has two seasons.
There is a wet season, and a dry season.
This forest is far from the equator.
It has four seasons.
Spring, summer, fall, and winter are the four seasons.
In the dry season there is a little rain.
Plants and animals don't like it.
They have to look for water.
Some plants have long roots to get water.
Some animals move to find water.
The trees in this forest keep their leaves.
In the spring the flowers come back!
In the wet season there is a lot of rain.
Plants and animals like the rain.
Sometimes the rain is too much.
The animals have to keep safe.
Some keep safe in the trees.
Some keep safe in their home.

E. Word Count. Read the passage again. Count how many times you see the following words.
Word
season (seasons)
rain
leaves
equator
fall

How many times did you see this word in the
story?
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Today I learned:

